Detailed Description of Events before during and after the Pole Shift
(5/15/2010)

Figure 2-B below shows the path of planet-X as it moves in from the right to left. This diagram
shows the details for a sun with north pointing 26 degree toward earth’s orbit southern solstice
direction. It would be nearly the same for any angle of the sun up to about 15 degrees pointing
in the northern solstice direction.
Side View parallel to Planet X path
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Figure 2-B Sequence of Events Up To and Including Pole Shift

Description of path taken by Planet X
Figure 2-B shows the sequence of rolls that planet X and earth go though. The numbers
placed along the path of Planet X as sequence of events are detailed below.
1) Earth’s north leans to left, away from sun, by about 5 to 20 degrees CCW, strongest for
last approximate 3 to 4 weeks. This causes colder spring and weather changes along with
increasing wobble and other things best said by Zetas. Energy of Angular momentum is
changed to heating the core as the wobbles dissipates into a slow roll of the North Pole.
2) Earth’s north leans toward the sun for about 9 days to become approximately 60 to 75
degrees CW from normal 23 degrees. This occurs as Planet X goes past the south pole of
the sun. Other things occur as best said by the Zetas. See separate summary report.
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3) Then Earth relaxes in a CCW direction back to near its normal 23 degree original
position. This takes place over approximately the next approximate 6 days as Planet X
approaches the ecliptic from below while leaning to the right looking toward the sun.
4) For 6 more days the Earth continues to roll in a CCW direction (side view) with the north
tilting away from the sun to becoming nearly upright when Planet X crosses the equator.
Earth is becoming more and more tightly bonded with Planet X’s magnetic field as it gets
closer. At the same time looking toward the sun the earth is tilting to the right laying at an
angle to the sun. This last statement is the opposite direction from what the Zetas say will
happen. Might be a different view point of the same thing or some understanding I need
improvement on. Time and more data will tell.
5) The Earth continues to roll in a CCW direction into 3 days of darkness for northern
hemisphere. North pole of Earth is pointing away from the sun with rotation and wobble
going on.
6) Then the Earth continues to roll in a CCW direction into 6 days of sunrise in the west.
The earth is pointing nearly in a down direction at this point in time. The core heats up
more and more as rotation is slowing. Kinetic energy of rotation is being converted to
heating the core.
7) Then earth continues to roll in a CCW direction to a point of rotation stoppage for 5.9
days. At this point the Atlantic rift is griped and rotation stops. The small red arrow
indicates that curst in the south Atlantic trench is strongly permanently magnetized in a
polarity opposite to that of the North-South direction for earth. The majority of the
Atlantic rift was formed during a much earlier magma flow of a large amount of
magnitude that hardened when the direction of north south was reversed. The Earth now
stopped in rotation is without the magnetic field generated from the cores rotation. Planet
X then holds onto the strongest magnet present (the Atlantic rift) and a 180 degree roll
looking down from above the ecliptic takes place, so that the two magnets are again in a
side by side stable north-south facing position. The old north pole of earth is now toward
the sun. This is a stable position for the 5.9 days of this close approach time side by side
time. Earth has now done 270 degrees CCW (side view) from ecliptic in the same time
that Planet X has done approximately 80 degree CW.
8) As Planet X moves to the left out distancing earth, its angle starts to change and the side
by side stable magnet begins to break loose. The suns sweeping arms have more and
more influence trying to start rotation in the core. The earth bounces around during this
time. I believe the shift happens when the forces of the sun trying to rotate the core are
nearly equal to the force of Planet X holding onto the Atlantic rift. Both of these forces
are around 90 degrees different in direction. The core breaks loose and moves to its new
location. At the same time the side by side magnetic condition is broken in favor of the
end to end. Earth’s crust is forced to rotate rapidly. The core tries to stay in place. This
is like a slipping ratchet effect. The winds come from the inertia of atmosphere trying to
stay in one place. The ocean would do the same thing.
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9) When this grip breaks both Earth and Planet X try to move rapidly to align with the
surrounding magnetic interstellar environment. Planet X leaves the vicinity.
Note: The number of days from Zeta triangle being formed to Pole shift is estimated to be
roughly 19 to 22 days. Earth could be stopped in it’s orbit for same 19-22 days. The above
events from 2 through 8 take about 30 days. Step one takes 2 to 4 weeks or longer. So about the
time we can see Planet X 7.3 weeks (51 days) with our naked eyes we should be defiantly start to
see the results of step 1 above, if not before.
If this drawing is somewhat accurate then the approximate speed of planet X as it passes earth is
about 3.2 Million miles/day or .133 million mph or 60 km/sec. The current guess is these
numbers (days and speed) are only good to say plus or minus 20% error. This drawing shows
about 20 days from Zeta triangle to Pole shift time. This could just as well be 19 or 22 days (or
more) due to the level of accuracy possible with this sort of estimating. The amount of the earth
being pulled out of is orbit due to gravitational attraction of Planet X would also change the
number of days.

Top View Diagram of Planet X’s path
Since the orbit of earth is nearly perpendicular to the approach of Planet X as it passes the sun
and approaches to the Zeta triangle point it is not likely to have slowed earth down much in it’s
orbit. Likely to be much less than a day and can be disregarded as a significant factor.
Thus it is reasonable to assuming that earth is not slowed in it’s orbit by much to get to it’s
proper orbital date to make the Zeta triangle.
Once Planet X gets close to earth after the triangle has been formed, then something else starts to
happen. First earths orbit slows down, then stops then back up and to an extent tries to stick
close to Planet X as it zips by. The speed of planet X and Mass-Inertia-distance of earth keeps it
from being caught as a moon of Planet X. The repulsion forces keep it from colliding.
The following diagram of the Zeta triangle placement is found from the date of the triangle being
formed as approximately May 20 2012 at 23:53:53 UDT the time of a solar eclipse. The orbital
details for earth can then be drawn. This drawing predicts the angle of final approach for Planet
X as it passes earth. And the final date range for the most probable time for a pole shift can be
determined.
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Figure 4

Figure 4 shows the hour angle of planet X’s approach to be about 5.3 hr. Note Venus (V) is off
to the left as the Zetas indicate at the time of closest approach. Approximately 20 more or less
days after Planet X passes through the ecliptic we can expect the hour of the pole shift. This
shows the most probable date as Jun 8-12 2012.
The following crop circle clearly shows the same results at almost the same angle.
Gog Magog Hills, near
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire
July 11, 2001
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Figure 5 and 6 above shows the spiral back to original orbit for earth after the pole shift. Figure 6
show the stop and back up that goes on before the pole shift. The following crop circle is more
accurate in showing these effects. See write up on this in separate report on crop circles.
Eastfield
June 20, 2004
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Note how small earth is shown to get as it gets closer to the sun and how big it gets as it gets
closer to the viewer. Earth rotates left to right in it’s orbit around the sun. Earth moves up and
gets really big from being really small, as Planet X is headed on out.
Figure 3 below shows the path as close as currently understood from the description of the Zetas.
There is little else to go on right now. The path most likely crosses over at the last min to
become a normal CCW around the sun orbit. However, it could just as well come close and not
cross over. This orbit once it is out of the range of the diameter of earth’s orbit is not will
understood yet. This will be redrawn when more data is known. The center of the galaxy we are
in is a large distance of 26 K light years to the left. The final angle for sun’s north is not know
for sure yet. There is speculation that the precession of the earth’s North Pole (about 26,000
years per cycle) could be a result of the orbit of these two stars around each other. There is also
speculation that there are dark masses not known yet in the galactic vicinity holding the
interstellar magnetic field into a given direction. All of this speculation is not needed to be
known, for it to be a known that a pole shift is coming.
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Figure 3: Approximate Orbital Path followed by PX

Zetatalk Events leading up to the Pole Shift
1)

Slow build up earthquakes, Earth wobbles, and weather wobbles.
Zetatalk: We have described increasing weather swings of drought and deluge, switching
about for seemingly no reason, since 1995, and these have occurred. We have described
earthquakes and volcanic activity increasing on a linear basis up until the last days, with
the cover-up of this increase and lack of media attention keeping pace, and this likewise has
occurred. We have described problems with maintaining satellites in the months before the
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pole shift, and this has become apparent to the common man even with extensive backup
systems sent aloft to guard against this.
Zetatalk: What will happen to the Earth, wobbling in an increasingly forceful figure 8 and
being jerked back by a twice daily tug on the Atlantic Rift and body slammed by the other
planets in the cup when they come too close, invoking the gravity Repulsion Force?
Certainly her plates will move, and where this occurs in subduction zones, jolting quakes
and volcanic activity will follow. And where this occurs in stretch zones, the sinking and
thinning ground will create chaos for cities or infrastructure above and will also allow
magma to bubble up to the surface. The quakes are quickening.
Zetatalk: But as it begins its passage, in the few short years prior to its passage, palpable
changes are evident. The Earth’s core is heating up, the plates giggling into a lock so that
quakes in one ricochet into the neighboring plate, and volcanic activity increasing as the
core of the Earth swirls about. http://www.zetatalk.com/science/s101.htm
Slow Lean of Earths N Pole away from Planet X
Zetatalk: What sequence of events will occur up until this severe 270° roll occurs we will
hold in abeyance …. we decline to discuss at this moment, as the establishment is still not
sharing the information they have with the public, and has still not positioned the media
such that our message is received by the public simultaneously to the elite being privy to it.
We are implying here TV and radio broadcasts, live.
2)

Lean of Earths N Pole toward Planet X
Zetatalk: But as Planet X gets close to the Sun, coming in at a 32 degree angle from the
South of the Sun, it must nose its N Pole into the Sun's S Pole
Zetatalk: One can assume an increased falling of Earth to its side, to the left, and we have
already gone on record predicting that the Earth will be basking, North to South, in the light
of the Sun before this falling to its side rolls into the 3 days of darkness.
Zetatalk: The sequence is thus that Planet X first creates a tilt, lean, and wobble in the Earth
as it rounds the Sun's S. Pole and skews along the Sun's magnetic flow lines. Then creates a
tight end-to-end lock with the Earth while rising through these flow lines to the Ecliptic,
where Planet X stands almost horizontally along the magnetic flow lines surrounding the
Sun. Then Planet X continues its momentum in a 270° roll to align side-by-side with the Sun,
creating gyrations in the Earth during this slow roll until the Earth likewise settles into a
side-by-side lock with Planet X and rotation slowing to a stop begins. Get ready for a
magnetic dance of the planets beyond man's imagination.
Zetatalk: The last weeks will bring more than a disturbed rotation and tilt! They will bring
significant tidal waves in some parts of the world.
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Zetatalk: The comet will be visible to the eye for approximately 7.3 weeks, certainly no less
than 43 days, prior to the great gravitational and magnetic disruption we have described.
3)

Severe Polar Wobble:
Zetatalk: We stated that the last weeks would occur within a trimester. Starting with the
severe wobble. … the Earth will be in a severe wobble, caused by the daily tugging on the
magnetic poles that present to the influence of Planet X. The wobble is creating more
erratic and violent weather, more storms, and more weather extremes.
Zetatalk: The severe wobble, lean to the left, and lean away into the 3 days of darkness for
the northern hemisphere will cause earthquakes and tidal waves and panic.
Zetatalk: Prediction 1/30/2010: The severe wobble will bring a twice a day swing, which is
not the hour of the pole shift but is a 12 hour movement. These tides can be expected to be
hundreds of feet high, 200-300 feet, the worst being where a normal tide under the influence
of the Moon is in process during the wobble.

4)

Earth almost seems to lays on her left side
Zetatalk: Planet X almost aligns Horizontally just under the Ecliptic.
Zetatalk:: We have stated that as Planet X swings its N Pole to the right, that the Earth will
leans its N Pole away from this hose of magnetic particles, in essence falling on its side
toward the left. These directions are for a daytime view, from the northern hemisphere.
Zetatalk: A Sun rising in the extreme north and a skew such that the noon Sun is in the
southeast.
Zetatalk: The speed of movement through the 270° roll is not linear. When Earth starts to
tip, lean to the left, this will create a magnetic conflict, slowing things down. We have stated
that the tail of Planet X, which hoses out of the N Pole of Planet X, will be pointing toward
the Earth increasingly during the 270° roll.
Zetatalk: Prediction 1/30/2010: The lean to the left will bring a pooling of water toward the
poles because the orbit of the Moon will continue, crossing over the poles rather than round
the Ecliptic. This will be slight, only a dozen or more feet of difference.

5) The 3 Days of Darkness (Northern Hemisphere)
Zetatalk: At the point the Ecliptic is pierced, Planet X has pointed its N Pole away from the
Sun, and toward Earth. Earth reacts by leanings its N Pole away, into the 3 days of darkness
predicted for the northern hemisphere.
Zetatalk: The 3 days of darkness when the northern hemisphere points away from the hose of
magnetic particles coming from the N Pole of Planet X which lies in the direction of the
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Sun… the 3 days of darkness for the northern hemisphere will cause earthquakes and tidal
waves and panic.
Zetatalk: When the last weeks arrive and the monster is writhing in the skies and the N Pole
of Earth tips away into 3 days of darkness, the Earth changes will increase dramatically.
Renting quakes, collapsing cities, monstrous tidal waves, and disruption of services - power,
gas, water, and phone. Bridges will be down, roadways torn, the atmosphere so volatile that
planes cannot be safely lofted. The drama then switches to the local arena, which depending
upon the polarization that occurred, may be good hearted or self serving or full of panic
stricken people who neither planned nor plotted ahead of time. Those in hard denial will
continue to plod through their life as though nothing were happening, walking like
automatons amid the din and the melee. Insanity will take a sharp up-tick, with many losing
touch with reality, sitting in stunned silence or preaching their version of reality. The last
weeks will in essence be an exacerbation of the behavior each has assumed months before
hand, those preparing taking their final steps, those taking advantage seeking to reap riches
and control from others, those uncertain before in panic, and those in hard denial shrill and
insulated.
6) The 6 days of sunrise west
Zetatalk: Where the 270° roll ends with the N Pole of Earth pushed away such that the
northern hemisphere experiences 3 days of darkness, and rolling further, the 6 days of
sunrise West predicted in Islam…
Zetatalk: We would anticipate the roll should precede 195° before rotation slowing to a
stop.
Zetatalk: A short period, days, for rotation to slow to a stop.
Zetatalk: The cover-up will long since have become a casualty. A globe falling to its side
during an increasing wobble and rolling its N. Pole away from the Sun will get the attention
of even those most determined to run from the truth. It is upon them, and will not go away.
Regardless of the degree of Earth changes, the severity of quakes or where the waters of the
oceans will go during these days, the sociology impact will be immense. Those in denial,
unable to envision anything but the security of their current world, will plunge into frantic
resistance, arguing with the facts, frantically going about their normal routine and insisting
that all is well, attacking any who say otherwise. Others, in great numbers, will quietly go
insane. Certainly, the social infrastructure will break, jobs unattended or if attended
mistakes made. If utilities such as water and power do not falter from breaks and
explosions, they will falter from lack of attention. The attempts by those who would impose
Martial Law to claim this is terrorism will fall on deaf ears, nor will the troops required to
impose this have anything on their minds other than what the import of all this on their
personal lives might mean. Social disruption, the moorings asunder.
Zetatalk: The Atlantic Rift is fresh magma, hardened mostly during prior pole shifts when
the Atlantic was ripped apart, and thus is essentially a magnet on the surface of the Earth.
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As we have explained, magnets like to stay aligned with each other, sharing their magnetic
fields in a larger field, or at least not in contention with each other. In these matters, the
larger bully dominates, and between the Earth and Planet X, this is most certainly the
monster Planet X. The tugging on the Atlantic Rift occurs essentially at the Face and Dark
points, when the Atlantic Rift is either facing Planet X and the Sun, or in opposition. This is
why intense global quakes tend to register at 0:00 UTC or 12:00 UTC. The effect of this
twice-daily tugging is to pull the Atlantic apart, and to compress the Pacific, as when the
Atlantic Rift is in the Face position at noon UTC, the Earth's rotation continues, thus
pulling the Atlantic apart. Likewise, a stalled Atlantic Rift is creating a pileup behind it, in
the Pacific. The effect on the Earth's plates is to increase continental drift, or rip as we
prefer to call it. And after months and years of this type of tugging, the edges of the plates
have worn smooth, rock fingers breaking off, so rapid and dramatic movements of the plates
are now possible.
Zetatalk: In the week or so leading up to rotation stoppage, what can be expected is a
continuation of today, extreme weather, quakes in bursts globally, and a gradual slowing of
rotation such that clocks never seem to be synched up anymore. Then the day or days before
rotation stoppage will increase this slowdown such that minutes, then hours, then a total
stop will occur. In other words, you will have but two days notice, and the first of those days
doubtful as it will involve minutes, not seconds, and clocks being off already this will be a
confused point. It is the day when the Sun sets hours later than expected that should be the
trumpet in the skies, the flashing red light, the announcement you have been waiting for.
7) The 5.9 days of rotation stoppage (the long day/night).
Zetatalk: The Atlantic Rift grip eventually so tight rotation slow to a stop for 5.9 days. Red
dust from the tail brushes the Earth.
ZetaTalk: http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta342.htm Thus, the Atlantic lava beds are
gripped, facing the Sun, facing the approaching [Planet X] coming up from the South along
the rift, and causing both Europe, the Americas, and Africa to be on the long day side of the
Earth. Rotation stops with the Atlantic Rift facing the approaching planet, which is coming
nearly from under the Sun, but not directly under, so Africa and Europe are turned a bit
more toward the Sun than the North American continent. Therefore, the Long Day described
by Joshua and the long night described by the West Coast indians. There will be no change,
except that the heating and cooling that occur during rotation stop, except as the
atmosphere and oceans distribute heat. Man will not roast or freeze, during rotation
stoppage, as the atmosphere and oceans continue to circulate and thus spread about heating
and cooling.
Zetatalk: Rotation having been stopped for 5.9 days while the core and magma continue to
press for rotation, will have made any further imposition of Martial Law in the world
impossible. All travel and traffic will be stopped, all communications down, the world frozen
in horror, waiting for the next blow. What events are to occur during the 5.9 days of rotation
stoppage are not clear, outside of what a moaning and continuously trembling Earth and the
hysteria and confusion a long day or long night will create. We have explained that water
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will flow from the Equator to the Poles, creating deceptive beaches, and that wind will
smooth the air temperatures worldwide, implying strong and unusual windstorms, and by
implication that the stress on the crust will find the crust snapping and adjusting as these
days pass, with cities imploding, bridges and roadways and rail lines distorted, all the
infrastructure of man’s civilized existence rupturing, the broken link theory applied,
becoming useless.
8) The pole shift itself.
Zetatalk: … this pole shift will be the strongest in many shifts.
Zetatalk: The pole shift is caused by Planet X moving past the Earth, pulling on the crust.
During the shift, the crust separates from the core, and when it stops moving huge quakes
and sloshing seas occur.
Zetatalk: … occurs at the end of the roll, which is a slow roll. Red dusting is a countdown
clue, that only hours remain. since the South Pacific is more in line with where the tail is
coming from, will this be the spot where the lick of the tail is first experienced? There are no
parts of the globe that do not report red dust, frankly. It is perhaps more extreme on those
sides of the globe that will be facing the approach, but elsewhere is not exempt. Debris, as
with red dust, may have a slight weight to the sides of the Earth facing the approaching
Planet X complex, but from the standpoint of an individual worries about having a boulder
land on his head, the odds are so close as to be statistically insignificant, as to which side of
the Earth you are on.
Zetatalk: Sequence of events during the pole shift. Physical evidence of massive hail storms
during previous passages, and folklore descriptions. How large will the debris get? How to
shelter against hail and large debris during the tail lashings. The origin of oil, not what
assumed. Firestorms in folklore during pole shifts, and how to protect against them.
Zetatalk: During the pole shift all plates on earth on the move, and the jolt occurs at the
sudden stop when the crust stops moving. This is when the Richter 9 equivalent earthquakes,
which we have termed Richter 15 as the scope is far larger than Richter 9, will be felt
worldwide.
Zetatalk: The pole shift is therefore sudden, taking place in what seems to be minutes to
humans involved in the drama, but which actually takes place during the better part of an
hour. There are stages, between which the human spectators, in shock, are numb. At first
there is a vibration of sorts, a jiggling, as the crust separates in various places from the
core. Then there is a Slide, where the crust is dragged, over minutes, to a new location,
along with the core. During the slide, tidal waves move over the Earth along the coast lines,
as the water is not attached and can move independently. The water tends to stay where it
is, the crust moving under it, essentially. When the core finds itself aligned, it churns about
somewhat, settling, but the crust, more solid and in motion, proceeds on. This is in fact
where mountain building and massive earthquakes occur, just as car crashes do their
damage on the point of impact, when motion must stop.
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Zetatalk: Plants survive as they are rooted and their seeds are everywhere, and animals
including man survive because they travel with the moving plates of the Earth and
experience no more severe a shock when the plates stop moving than they would during a
Richter 9 earthquake. Where mountain building occurs when the plates stop moving, the
stoppage is not simply a sudden jolt, like a car hitting a brick wall. All is in motion, and the
stoppage is more like a car hitting a barrier of sand filled plastic barrels - a series of small
jolts, occurring in quick succession.
Zetatalk: Weak spots among the Earth's crustal plates give way. The Pacific Ocean will
shorten, and the Atlantic widen. Subducting plates will subduct greatly. Mountain building
will occur suddenly, primarily increasing in areas already undergoing mountain building.
All told, the better part of an hour, but at certain stages, only minutes.
ZetaTalk: The heat of land masses above subducting plates where friction can cause the
ground to melt, would be so affected. And the violence of shifting winds would certainly be
so affected.
ZetaTalk: Prediction 1/30/2010: During the hour of the pole shift we have predicted that
coastlines can anticipate tides up to 500-600 feet due to the sloshing of the oceans. This is
due to the exceptionally rapid movement of the globe, a 90 degree turn within the span of an
hour. …. The tearing of the Atlantic, where there is a sudden void to be filled by water
which will then clash and rebound, will cause something like a tsunami for the UK and the
countries along the mainland. This tsunami will mostly strike Europe due to the Gulf stream
which is already in motion, pushing water from the west to the east. We would anticipate a
tide of perhaps 100 feet reaching the Netherlands during any such tsunami.
Zetatalk: http://www.zetatalk.com/poleshft/p185.htm The Earth moans, and the stretch
along the Atlantic will snap bridges, tear electric and phone lines, and derail trains. This is
where imploding buildings will occur, as the underlying infrastructure will move, collapsing
the buildings overhead. In areas of compression, where mountain building is occurring or
along the Pacific Rim, volcanic activity will greatly increase. A stopped rotation will affect
the atmosphere, in that wind current will be more extreme, moving cold air primarily to
warm places, which can result in more tornado activity in those areas affected. Likewise,
ocean currents will move differently, cold water rushing more rapidly to those warm areas,
and swirling. This will create more hurricane or typhoon type activity in those areas
affected.
•

•

Given all this, the populace will be greatly distracted, and might miss the next sign to
watch for, which is the dusting with red dust that turns rivers and lakes blood red and
bitter. This dusting is followed by hail, and stronger quakes as at this point the shift is
only days or hours away.
For those not able to see the sky, to gauge motion of the crust during the hour of the
shift by a movement of the Sun or Moon or stars, they should at this point be in their
trenches, virtually living there. Obviously, as the shift takes place over an hour, and it
is the stop of the crust slide where the huge quakes occur, one can leave to relieve
themselves or stretch, but certainly sleeping should be done in the trenches.
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•

•

At the start of the shift, there is a strong clue that crust shift has started, and this is
the uptick in wind. As the crust moves, the atmosphere resists, and this causes
hurricane force winds globally. Where the wind was stronger than usual during
rotation stoppage, this will be unique in that it will come from the direction the crust
is moving. For North America, for instance, the crust will be moving NW, and the
hurricane winds comes from that direction. To those confused about direction, take a
globe, take our Scripted Drama steps so nicely diagrammed and linked from the Pole
Shift section of ZetaTalk, and rotate the globe accordingly.
There will also be a jiggling in the Earth, a sense of motion, jerking, that will be
consistent with crust movement during this hour of the shift.

9) After the pole shift.
Zetatalk: The earthquakes following the pole shift will …. come all at once, and rapidly
settle down to an adjustment phase, within minutes.
Zetatalk: The hurricane force winds persist for an hour or more after the shift, as the
atmosphere adjusts. Except as a caution to watch for falling structures around you, broken
glass, fearful animals that might attack if they feel they are blocked, there is no reason not to
emerge from your trenches. It is over, and picking up the pieces and comforting the injured
and devastated can start.
Zetatalk: Due to the immensity of the adjustment, with many plates in barely tenable
positions, there will be many aftershocks, most occurring within the first few weeks. These
will range from Richter 8 on down, but in no case will be as great as the initial shock during
the pole shift. They will rapidly diminish, reduced to annoying tremors after a few weeks.
http://www.zetatalk.com/poleshft/p92.htm
What to expect with Gangs in the aftertime
The Zetas have long warned that prisons will be a source of Service-to-Self gangs in the
Aftertime, but state these gangs will not live long as cooperation among the Service-to-Self
is almost nonexistent.
ZetaTalk Prediction 3/15/2002: Prison populations are well know to the public, who hears
the horror stories of activities both by the guards and prisoners, in the news and in the
movies. The guards are scarcely better than the inmates, being inclined to sadism and
lording it over others when in control. During the shift, prisons will spill out and prisoners
escape. These will as expected become the primary Service-to-Self gangs in operation after
the shift. However, less the public expect Ghengis Khan to reincarnate in essence, the
opposite will occur. Such gangs require a continuous supply of food and goods to continue a
looting and savaging campaign. After the shift, supplies will run out quickly, and dead
people offer no satisfaction to these marauders. They will quickly, as we have stated earlier,
find themselves without the means to keep warm until the morning, and without anything but
each other to eat. Weakened, and decimated by infighting, they will succumb to disease and
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defense by Service-to-Other communities who will give in return the aggression they sense
in their attackers
ZetaTalk Prediction 11/15/1995: Increasingly, the orientations separate of their own
accord, as those in the Service-to-Other expel those who are not truly in the Service-toOther and those in the Service-to-Self find compliance with the desire for a rigid pecking
order only among those also in the Service-to-Self. The migration toward this dichotomy
will increase in pace as the Transformation proceeds. During the Transformation the
Service-to-Others find each other and take up abiding with each other, to the exclusion of
abiding with those who are still spiritually undecided. Of course, as these individuals are
usually a mainstay for others, the spiritually undecided clamor for their time and attention,
but are increasingly given self help instructions and sent on their way. In fact, the spiritually
undecided find the environment provided in a Service-to-Other community to be a drag,
dull. No confrontations, everyone dedicated and preoccupied, just not lively enough. The
Service-to-Self are generally driven from the ranks of both the Service-to-Other and the
spiritually undecided as they are today. At times it takes awhile for them to show their
colors, but this is quite inevitable.
But if not in a solidly Service-to-Other camp, with good defenses, lawlessness and
opportunism can be rampant. The Zetas have suggested that militias may be needed, to
effect justice, as the alternative is to allow injustice. In most cases, there will be no 911
number to call, no police available as they will be tending to their own families, and no
rescue arriving.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/3/2004: In today's world, such vigilante justice brings harsh
penalties, imprisonment, due to laws designed to keep the thugs off the streets but also due
to the fear among those in control that their slave class, the working class, might rebel. But
after the shift, with police and the military absent, phones dead, and determination of who
the criminal and the victim are clear, standing back and letting the criminal have his way is
not the option that is taken. Imagine trials where the victims of crimes determine the
sentence, and you see the future of Service-to-Self gangs looting survivor groups.
Of course, by vigilante defense, the Zetas are not talking about rogue groups trying to
establish control and disrupt law enforcement, case 4 below. Vigilante justice takes place
where law enforcement has failed or is absent.
vig·i·lan·te
-noun
1. a member of a vigilance committee.
2. any person who takes the law into his or her own hands, as by avenging a crime.
-adjective
3. done violently and summarily, without recourse to lawful procedures: vigilante justice.
mi·li·tia
-noun
1. a body of citizens enrolled for military service, and called out periodically for drill but
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serving full time only in emergencies.
2. a body of citizen soldiers as distinguished from professional soldiers.
3. all able-bodied males considered by law eligible for military service.
4. a body of citizens organized in a paramilitary group and typically regarding themselves as
defenders of individual rights against the presumed interference of the federal government.
Taken from: http://www.zetatalk.com/newsletr/issue184.htm
Additional References:
Pole Shift http://www.zetatalk.com/poleshft/p00.htm
How to Prepare http://www.zetatalk.com/poleshft/p19.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/newsletr/issue137.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/blog0913.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta370.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/blog0607.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta253.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta197.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/what0524.htm
http://zetatalk.com/index/zeta198.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta342.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta129.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/index/earth246.htm
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